Membership
Options

Wellingborough

Why Membership?
There is a yoga word called Bhakti. Bhakti means 'devotion' or 'love'. It is derived from the
root bhaj, meaning 'to participate in' and denotes 'loving involvement and devotion'.
For me, the term membership is used but only in a loose sense, Bhakti however,
encompasses what Yoga Local truly stands for, a place where you can feel devoted and in
return feel the devotion back from the teachers and other members as we all support each
other on this journey.
I also feel that every student is a member, we are inclusive and not exclusive. That way, you
receive the same level of teaching, in the same stunning studio, whichever level of
membership you choose for yourself.
Remember, the overall theme for this year is Sadhana, which literally means 'to accomplish
something' so what better way to achieve this, than unlimited yoga...
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The Studio
Built in 1902, the studio oozes charm and original features. Josie and her team have retained
these and added some modern comforts to ensure your practice is as nurturing as possible.
From the wood burning stove to the heated floor, everything is there. You walk in, and your
shoulders relax, your nostrils fill with aromatic oils, your yoga journey has truly begun.
Unlike many places where you can practice yoga, we want you to come with just your yoga
on your mind so we supply the mats, blocks, bolters, straps and even the blankets and eye
pillows for shavasna, all there for you, whatever level of membership you choose.
With plenty of totally free parking right outside and the best coffee shop in
Northamptonshire, Yoga Local has to be the studio of choice for anyone serious about their
wellbeing.

What Josie has created here is just wonderful, the selection
of classes are great and the space is absolutely gorgeous.
I’ve never really found the right place for yoga for me but
this is completely perfect.
Laura, Northants.
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The Support
Our yoga teachers have over 40 years experience between them and have received training
at some of the finest centres around the world. They all continue this training on a regular
basis to ensure the support and teaching you receive is the best possible.
In addition, we have a member support team whose role is just that. To make sure that you
can focus on your yoga and wellbeing and you are not stressed about how to book a class or
which lesson is right for you.
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The Memberships
You wanna just rock up every now and again, no problem. You want to buy in bulk, we've got
you. You want to not have to think about it? We've thought about that too...
Kali
The full membership, designed
with you in mind to help you
take your yoga and wellbeing
on a journey.

Yama
The block membership,
designed for those that have
control of their diary and
their day.

Unlimited Classes
10% Disc on all Merchandise
10% Disc on all Events
Free Monthly Posture Class
No Cancellation Penalty
Bring 1 friend FREE per month
Open Mat
Priority booking on Events
Priority booking on Retreats

10% Disc on all Merchandise 24 hours cancellation notice
10% Disc on all Events
24 hours cancellation notice £10 per class

£57 a month - min 12 months

Sumadhi
The entry membership,
designed for those maybe
just finding their yoga feet

£75 - 10 Class Pass
£40 - 5 Class Pass
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